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sustainability tHrOugH Design

Durability
Encore Stone interior tiles are not only beautiful, but  
practical as well!  These recycled tiles will not wear out and 
are virtually maintenance free. Our exterior pavers will not 
fade or lose color. Traditional concrete pavers are rated at 
3,000-5,000 psi, while our recycled granite pavers are rated 
between 16,000 and 22,000* psi which makes them 4 times 
stronger than concrete pavers.  Encore Stone granite pavers 
and tiles will withstand weathering.
*depending on color and thickness

Installation
Installation of Encore Stone pavers is the same as  
traditional pavers. 

Interior tile is installed using tile adhesive and grout. 
Due to our tile thickness, we can provide beveled edges  
for doorways or thresholds.

Finishing
Interior tiles have a smooth, polished finish, while the  
exterior pavers are put through our signature eco-friendly 
finishing process and have a textured, non-slip surface  
that is finished with the Encore Stone Sealer.

Green Certification
Encore Stone pavers and interior tile can earn LEED  
credits for both new projects as well as major renovations. 
Consult with your LEED Accredited Professional for specific 
points and rating methods.

“Over twenty five percent of a slab of granite from 
countertop manufacturing is thrown into us landfills.  
encore stone Products picks up waste from countertop 
companies throughout the state of Florida, and bring 
it to our production facility outside of Daytona beach.  
using our patent-pending process, the granite is die-cut 
into pavers or tile, sorted by color and the pavers are 
given a foot-friendly texture. the by-product is then 
crushed into aggregate for roadbeds. Our process creates 
a beautiful, unique product with zero waste.”
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Responsible
 Manufactured using 100% post-industrial waste from  
local countertop manufacturers that has historically  
been hauled off to landfills.

 All byproducts from the production of Encore Stone 
Products gets ground into aggregate for use in roadbeds, 
making us a ZERO-WASTE production facility.

 Ideal for low impact developments as a recycled  
alternative to traditional pavers.

 Encore Stone Products qualify for multiple categories  
of LEED Credits

 Low VOC for interior flooring.

 Heat resistant.

Beauty and Design
 Granite has a high resistance to weathering and fading, 
retaining its beautiful natural colors.

 Natural colors and patterns add beauty and warmth  
to your home.

 Our diverse variety of patterns allows you to create the 
perfect look for you.

 Encore Stone pavers are installed as easily as traditional 
brick or concrete pavers, making them a great choice  
for do-it-yourselfers.

 The natural beauty of granite makes them an upgrade  
to ceramic tile or concrete, increasing the value of  
your property.

Durable
 Encore Stone exterior pavers are 1¼" thick, and can  
withstand up to 22,000 psi making it an ideal choice  
for driveways or commercial applications. Granite is  
over 4x stronger than concrete.

 Easily cleaned, Encore Stone interior tiles are an ideal 
choice for kitchens, bathrooms and floors.

 Our signature, eco-friendly finishing process creates  
a textured, non-slip surface for our outdoor pavers,  
making Encore Stone an ideal product for walkways,  
patios, and driveways.

Color blends:Patterns available:

light blend paver dark blend paver3 piece kit
6 x 9  |  6 x 6  |  3 x 6

square
4 x 4  |  6 x 6  |  8 x 8

stepping stone pavers
3 x 3½  |  3¾ x 5½  

flagstone pavers
8 x 11

split stone
1¼ x 13

rectangle
3 x 6  |  4 x 8  |  6 x 9
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